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Inside

Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all of
our traditions ever reminding us to place
principle’ s before personalities.
Anonymity not only gives us the ability to share
without being breached, we can also leave labels
and expectations at the door. I can feel safe an
unj udged, I extend the same respect and
unconditional love to other addicts and my
fellow human beings.
“My experience with anonymity is when I am
feeling out of sorts and my head is feeling like
I am not good enough or too good, I remember who
I am “an addict” no better or worse and when I
share not only will I not be j udged, but I will
hear something from another addict with which I can relate. ”
Placing principles before personalities gives me the ability to leave
petty likes and dislikes out of NA meetings which will create an
atmosphere of recovery, by sharing our common goals and beliefs and not
j udging we become better people.
After relapsing and finally ready to do “something different” I asked
another addict what I should do, of course he said to call someone he
knew I had issues and ask them to take me to a meeting, I did for the
first time ever follow a suggestion. I called this fellow female addict
with whom I had a big blow out, she did not hesitate to help me because
of “principles before personalities” I have since extended the same
courtesy – I am so grateful for the 12th tradition…
As I learn & implement these principles into my daily
life – I become a very grateful addict!
By: Amber P.

The Journey Continues.....
Living
Clean:
The
J ourney
Continues

periodically experience
in my life, turn my
oneness into a pair?
When I do feel that
occasional emptiness, I
am grateful today that
I have a sponsor, the
Ain’ t Love Grand?
Steps, service work,
by Anonymous
and a supportive
network to keep my head
It is February, time of on straight.
hearts, flowers, candy,
cards and dare I say
I have taken a risk and
it, maybe intimacy with opened my heart to
that one special person another. I have allowed
in my life. Ah love,
myself to feel “like”
ain’ t it grand? Except
for a person of
when it isn’ t.
interest. There is no
drama, maybe a
Being a recovering
quickening of my pulse
addict, I am an expert
as this person enters
at proj ection. Meet
the room. A glance
someone, have coffee,
their way, knowing that
get married, moments of no one else notices. No
insanity occur, hire
expectations, living in
the divorce lawyer. In
today, allowing myself
between all of this
to enj oy the moment.
there might have been a Whatever will happen,
relationship for about
will happen anyway. If
thirty minutes. How do it is not meant to be,
I know what a healthy,
then I have experienced
caring relationship is
another episode in my
all about? In my active life and stayed clean.
addiction it was
If the relationship
fleeting moments of
progresses, then I have
whatever.
the opportunity to call
my sponsor more often.
I’ ve been clean a while
now, established a
In the Living Clean:
relationship with my
The J ourney Continues
sponsor, working the
there is a suggestion
steps, doing some
that I write about
service work, I am now ‘ what I want’ , ‘ what am
ready, willing and
I asking for’ and what
able. So where is this
I am getting in a
person who will love me romantic relationship.
unconditionally and
Being honest about
make my life complete?
these three questions
Can another person fill can go a long way to my
that void I
remaining clean and

surviving any calamity
in my love- life. From
squeezing the
toothpaste from the
wrong end ( which makes
me crazy) to the deathblow “cheating with
someone else in the
rooms. I do not use
under any and all
circumstances. I
utilize every tool I
have ever heard in a
meeting or from my
sponsor to survive
these feelings. I will
cry, rant and rave,
especially about the
toothpaste but I will
not use.
I am able to use the
tools I’ ve learned and
practiced in recovery
to change my behavior
and experience intimacy
in a relationship. When
I check my motives and
am honest about ‘ what I
would like’ I am not
reverting to old
behaviors. I am then
able to enj oy the love,
affection and respect
of my partner in the
here and now.
Here’ s hoping everyone
has a Happy Valentine’ s
Day.
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It Crossed My Mind…to be
recovered or to be in recovery?
Every time I come back to the rooms I always get questioned by my
“normal” friends and family as to why I have to label myself as an
addict in recovery instead of a recovered addict. To be recovered to some means to be
cured, to others it is a matter of returning back to a state of health.
Merriam-Webster dictionary definition to recover is to become healthy after an illness or
injury ; to return to normal health; to return to a normal state after a period of difficulty; to
get (something, such as an ability or feeling) again. Then to others to be in recovery is to be
in a process or journey of recovering. The Merriam-Webster dictionary definition for
recovery is the act or process of becoming healthy after an illness or injury; the act or
process of recovering; the act or process of returning to a normal state after a period of difficulty.
Now from personal experience when I have believed in being recovered I have set myself to
believe that I could be cured to use or drink again as a normal person, dangerous all
together to self. However, today which may sound contradicting I do believe that when at
the end of the day comes that I have reached the state of being recovered because I did not
pick up or use my drug or drink of choice. I stay vigilant aware that the next morning I am
in that state of recovery again that I am in the process of becoming healthier. I might have
put down the drug and alcohol but I will always be in the process of learning on how to cope
with life so sincerely to answer those “normal folks,” I will always be an addict in recovery
till the day I die.
An addict that is learning one day at a time with the help of meetings, my HP, the steps,
sharing with other like-minded individuals in the same journey, reading literature and
doing service on how to become a productive contributor to society instead of a statistic of
crime or death as an addict. In a spiritual sense I am motivated to remain humble to
understand others struggling in addiction and helps me to be reminded that I could easily
fall back into that vicious cycle. It is a journey that only those that truly look deeply inside
to pull those rotten roots and that remain teachable can evolve to continue on this process
of life as an addict in recovery. It takes total acceptance, perseverance and complete
vigilance to know that I have a progressive disease that can be arrested which to me that is
where the strength and hope comes one day at a time
By: Marlene C.
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Celebration Acknowledgments,Subcommittees and
Special Events

NOTE For All Submissions:
By submitting article(s), poem(s), and/or other written material pertaining to my personal experiences with or options about the
NA fellowship or program, I understand that my material may be editied. I also give the Shevana Area Newsletter, Narcotics
Anoymous Fellowship, their successors, assigns and those acting on thier authority permission to publish anything submitted. I
further understand that every effort will be made to asssure my anonymity, unless authorized. I possess full legal capacity to
exercise the authorization and hereby release Shevana Area Newsletter, the Narcotics Anonymous Fellowship, its service boards
and committees, from any claim by myself, my successors and or my assisgns.

Regional Phone Line: 800 777 1515
Email: Newsletter@shevana.org
Web:http://www.shevana.org/

